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G
eraldine Monk’s poetry is always a cause for celebration: its wit, wily, word-enthralling, is
an education into regions of double-jointed nonsense and joy, sensualities of syntax,
rapturous  vision, satirical intelligence facing down iniquities, a multivocalised

performance of ulterior identities, in a carnival zone, various, gracious, outrageous. To write
wittily is usually taken to mean something trivialising: what depths of shallowness in the idea of
‘comic verse’. Monks’s poetry redefines the comedic, beyond region (though including a strong
form of northern blunt clairvoyance and word-savouring), beyond mere slapstick turn or
innuendo (though the poems glory in music-hall spiritedness and catch-song chorus effects),
beyond the punchline or the routine (though she is expert at the deep pun, the savage turn and
the many masks of theatre). It unleashes the energy of wit into the fieldforce of language itself, wit
as an improvisatory method crafting voices through electrically alive craftiness. Lobe Scarps &
Finials may not have the tremendous ambition of the great work on the Pendle witches,
Interregnum, nor does it meditate so imaginatively on the dead as with the extraordinary work on
Mary Queen of Scots in Sheffield Castle, Escafeld Hangings. But it is seriously witty and as a
collection invents a variety of comedic sequences that explore art and being in the world in ways
that are absolutely Monk-imprinted through and through.

We begin with a joyous jeu d’esprit, the sequence ‘Glow in the Darklunar Calendar’, which is a
cross between a strange monthly diary of ponderings of personal experience in the year 2010, and
a tongue-in-cheek, seriously performed compendium of names for the full moon taken from
many cultures. The effect is uplifting, for there on the page merge a formal moon chant with the
caustic, odd and curious Monk observations, polaroidy somehow yet inviting, companionable.
Two wits fuse: the wit that takes from the world of language forms and rewrites them (so the
moon poem, made bankrupt by Apollo 11, is rewomanised); and the wit which is a friend’s
jokiness, poking at the world as it happens, making something of the sparks that fly. So we get the
views on a funeral, a trip to the States, a women’s poetry event, as well as on the banking crisis, a
shooting, global warming etc., but the double wit lifts it from the dailiness and the 2010-ness into
a cross-hatched community of events: it makes a sequence from them – offered, as it were, to the
goddess of poetry herself. And what beauty to the lines as a result of the variousness of the wit!

volcanic ash paves a fright of

sheer craftless skyways – 

birds wing their atavistic myth

fresh of flesh & wimberry-eyed

Wild Cat Moon

Mind the celestial gap.

Eyjafjallajökull is the occasion, and the future is served by a droll meditation on that current affair,
in April 2010, when an ash cloud grounded planes and the there was wonder at the contrail-free
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skies, the sudden green thought that a non-technological earth might be more than remembered.
The dream of flight without airplanes becomes a sensing of poetry-making as wit, though, when
Monk puns on ‘craft’. If her poetry is so ‘craftless’ (as woman’s poetry, comic poetry and non-
mainstream writing is often held to be), then where did that superb line “fresh of flesh &
wimberry-eyed” come from? The words are fresh, have flesh of a kind, and tap into the local
(“wimberry”), recall Hopkins, Berryman, Dylan Thomas, Dickinson with the colour, the natural
detail, the ampersand even, yet are entirely Monk-like. They sing, and call out both to the sweetly
imagined cat moon of ancient folk poetries, and to the free-wheeling jester within language, and her
way and play with words.

The collection then moves to its second sequence, Print & Pin, and conjures up a hilarious,
moving thought experiment based on newspaper lost and found columns, except here what are
lost and found are hybrid poem creatures, soul animates, riddle-me-ree objective correlatives with
bells, lights and whistles. Each poem, centre justified, short-lined, gestures towards concrete
poetry, inviting readers to think about word shapes, the forms we give thoughts, what happens
when we allow words to take over and play. One of the FOUND poems imagines “a flock of half-
baked / l-o-n-g-t-h-o-u-g-h-t-s / colour of uncooked ham-hock / slightly needy”, and asks us to
ring and claim. It is a delightful improvisation on poetry as emotional appeal, yet trumps that too
with the zaniness, the crazy loving going on, the zest of it all.

If the opening sequences invite and delight, the third takes us down a quite different
sequential route: it stakes itself out as a ‘Collaboration with John Donne’, recasting the words of ‘A
Nocturnall Upon S. Lucies Day’, that great meditation on time and eternity. It forms part,
therefore, of Monk’s extraordinary imbrication of her own vocal repertoire with sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century writing and history. As Monk has said herself of these collaborations with the
dead, they allow her to counter the “self-policing of the mind” through “the invasive undermining
and enhancement of an other”, whilst not relinquishing control over her own work. To “invite
Donne” to jointly co-author a dismantling of his own work is outrageous perhaps, but the effect
is Donne-like at another level:

the body must

be

here body

be     

must

be

here

be

body must

be

the body must

be

as shadow

This has the quality of Donne’s sermons, whilst also being truly Monk-like in the pitch of its
feeling through of questions of being, of the need to secularise and live as bodies here on earth, to
be as bodies, yet also as shadows, shadows on a page. It is quite wonderfully done, and wonderfully
Donne.

The other sequences here are as good. The superb ‘Poppyheads’ imagines a persona floating
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round her garden pond, performing the variety of ways garden imagery informs and constrains
culture, in high parody: “One serpent short of Eden / the garden warbles in excelsior. Weeding /
pesky Latin names I grow bonnets / slippers and ladies ear-drops. Hock-hock.” Never has the
gardening mania of England, the Edenic control of sweet ladies and the flowery rhetoric of fake
poetry received such a good kicking. ‘Racoon’ uses comedy to riff on America, on the animals not
seen, on a dream of English poets as useless phoenixes (thus parodying American prejudice), all
in the generous, lively and loving spirit of a good O’Hara poem. All in all, this collection is simply
luscious, and a quite marvellous display of the virtues of wit and sequence, now and in the world.

Adam Piette is the author of Remembering and the Sound of Words (OUP, 1996) and co-editor of Blackbox Manifold.
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